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the US of using drones to spy on the country’s nuclear 
programme. The US and other Western nations have long 
suspected Iran is secretly pursuing a nuclear weapons 
capability alongside its civilian programme. Tehran insists 
its nuclear programme is entirely focused on peaceful 
applications like power generation and the production  
of medical isotopes.

The two sides are currently struggling to reach an agree-
ment under which Tehran would curb its nuclear activities 
in exchange for relief from crippling international sanc-
tions. Iran began a self-sufficiency military programme 
in 1992, under which it has produced everything from 
mortars and torpedoes to military tanks, jet fighters  
and light submarines.

Iran claims successful 
test flight of captured US 

drone replica
By ASSOCIATED PRESS

The National, 10 November 2014

Tehran – Iran said Monday that it has successfully 
tested its own version of a US-made drone based on one 
it captured in 2011. State TV quoted General Amir Ali 
Hajizadeh, head of the aerospace division of the elite 
Revolutionary Guard, as saying the test was carried out 
earlier Monday. “As we promised earlier this year, a test 
flight of the Iranian version of the RQ-170 was carried 
out and a video will be released soon,” he said. Iran had 
displayed the drone earlier this year.
 Iran has said it managed to reverse-engineer the 
RQ-170 Sentinel, seized in December 2011 after it entered 
Iranian airspace from neighbouring Afghanistan, and that 
it’s capable of launching its own production line for the 
unmanned aircraft. Iran said it has captured several Amer-
ican drones in recent years, including a Boeing-designed 
ScanEagle drone — a less sophisticated aircraft — after it 
entered Iranian airspace over the Arabian Gulf.

Tehran said it is also reverse engineering the ScanEagle 
and plans to put its version into service. Iran has accused 
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“It turned out surprisingly well,” said KATSU, whose 
previous stunts include using a hacked fire-extinguisher to 
vandalise L.A. MOCA. “It’s exciting to see its first poten-
tial use as a device for vandalism,” he added, cheerfully.

The Calvin Klein billboard, one of New York City’s largest, 
sits at the busy intersection of Houston St and Lafayette 
St. The graffiti drone’s potential for troublemaking on  
an unprecedentedly grand scale is obvious. The billboard, 
which was previously graced by a topless, (perhaps)  
digitally-enhanced Justin Bieber, is absolutely gigantic, 
about six stories tall. It would have been almost impossible 
to tag Jenner’s face using the traditional methods. One 
could rappel off the top of the building or use a cherry 
picker, but neither option is exactly safe, or subtle, or 
quick enough that one could do it without cops on regular 
patrol spotting it. With the drone, by contrast, it took 
less than a minute. Still, the artist admitted, “It was a bit 
tense.” (Needless to say, the stunt was extremely illegal).

As the domestic drone industry grows feverishly, and 
multicopters like DJI’s Phantom become cheaper and 
more powerful, artists have been eager to experiment 
with the technology. It was only a matter of time, then, 
that people would figure out that the drone has enormous 
potential for subversive acts on the streets, where defying 
the laws of gravity is the whole point. Given the enduring 
privacy, safety, and legal concerns around the technology, 
conceptually it makes a certain amount of sense that it 

The age of drone 
vandalism begins with  

an epic NYC tag
By ARTHUR HOLLAND MICHEL

wired.com, 30 April 2015

New York, n.y. – In the early hours of Wednesday 
morning, the age of robotic graffiti was born. KATSU, 
a well-known graffiti artist and vandal, used a hacked 
Phantom drone to paint a giant red scribble across 
Kendall Jenner’s face on one of New York City’s largest 
and most viewed billboards. By all accounts, it is the first 
time that a drone has been deployed for a major act of 
public vandalism.

In April last year, KATSU made headlines when he 
demonstrated that he had figured out how to attach a 
spray can to an off-the-shelf DJI Phantom drone. At the 
time, he was only using the drone to paint canvasses for 
white-wall galleries. But he assured the world that soon 
he would take his mad invention out into the streets and 
create enormous tags in places that were previously inac-
cessible to even the most daring and acrobatic taggers. 
Now, he appears to have made good on his promise in 
grand fashion.
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Re-Planting a forest,  
one drone at a time

By JAMES DALY
wired.com, 10 May 2015

Oxford – That funny little buzz you hear in the forest 
may not just be the hum of summer insects. In the near 
future it could be a small fleet of drones, coming to 
replant and restore forests that have been stripped of  
trees by industrial-scale deforestation.

It’s all part of an ambitious plan by BioCarbon Engi-
neering, a U.K.-based startup on a global mission to 
battle widespread clear-cutting, which strips more than 
26 billion trees off the planet each year. CEO Lauren 
Fletcher, who spent 20 years as an engineer with NASA, 
says the only way to fight industrial-scale deforestation 
is with industrial-scale reforestation. Their idea: plant 1 
billion trees a year. The first targets are in South Africa 
and the Amazonian jungles, both of which have suffered 
from widespread forest eradication.

BioCarbon’s reforestation scheme is simple and efficient. 
Here’s a quick look at how it plans to deploy its drone 
fleet:
 First, drones are sent to fly over a potential planting 
zone, snapping photos that create 3-D maps of the area to 

would find uses at the peripheries of what most people 
(let alone the law) would consider acceptable. KATSU’s 
scribble high above SoHo might not look like much, but 
it represents the potential that drones have to transform 
graffiti forever.

Still, police departments across the country probably 
don’t need to start panicking quite yet. This is, after all, 
graffiti drone 1.0. KATSU said that it can be temper-
amental and unpredictable, especially when it shifts 
perpendicular to the surface that its painting. The 
controls can be twitchy. “Seventy percent of the concen-
tration is in maintaining this equilibrium with the two 
dimensional surface while you are painting,” he explained. 
We have a ways to go until drones are capable of auto- 
nomously blasting tags while their artist masters relax  
at home.
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de Lausanne (EPFL) and its associated initiative Afrotech 
on the project, which includes three separate droneports 
and is expected to be built within four years. 

“[Afrotech director] Jonathan Ledgard approached me and 
said you’ve built the biggest airport in the world, now how 
do you feel about doing the smallest one?” Lord Foster 
said. Each droneport will operate two parallel networks 
of drones, which are being designed by engineers at Afro-
tech/EPFL and Imperial College London. The Redline 
drones will have a wingspan of 3m and can deliver medical 
and emergency supplies weighing up to 10 kilograms, such 
as 20 adult blood transfusions or vaccines and drugs.  
The commercial Blueline drones can deliver heavier 
equipment, electronics and e-commerce items weighing 
up to 100 kilograms.

“For example, an entire village can be deprived of water 
because a vital component of a pump has broken down,” 
Lord Foster says. “The drone can deliver in 1/12th of the 
time that it would take a Land Rover to get through.”
The droneports will be designed as a row of vaulted brick 
structures and will host a health clinic, a digital fabrication 
shop to make spare drone parts, a post and courier room, 
and an e-commerce trading hub.

It is estimated that drones flying from the port will be 
able to cover 44 per cent of Rwanda. Rwanda’s challenging 
geographical landscape makes it an ideal test-bed for the 

Lord Norman Foster  
to build world’s first 

droneport in Rwanda
By MADHUMITA MURGIA

The Telegraph, 21 September 2015

Kigali – Lord Norman Foster, the British architect who 
has built iconic buildings like the Gherkin in London, is 
building the world’s first “droneports” in Rwanda. The 
goal is to transport urgent medical supplies and electronic 
parts to remote parts of the East African country via 
unmanned flying vehicles or drones.

“There will be about 2.2 billion people in Africa by 2050, 
or 1 in 4 inhabitants of the planet will be African. How can 
their infrastructure even think about keeping up with this 
expansion?” Lord Foster told the Telegraph. The solution 
is clear: cargo drone routes have value wherever roads are 
limited. “Only a third of Africans live within 2km of an 
all-season road,” Lord Foster said. There are currently 
no continental motorways, almost no tunnels, and not 
enough bridges that can reach people living in far-flung 
areas of the continent.

The architecture firm Foster + Partners are working with 
Lausanne-based university École Polytechnique Fédérale 
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Anti-drone ‘death ray’ can 
blast vehicles out of the 

sky from a mile away
By SAM THIELMAN

The Guardian, 7 October 2015

Las Vegas, n.v. – A team of British technology firms 
has developed a ‘death ray’ for drones that can knock an 
unmanned aerial vehicle out of the sky by turning it off in 
midair up to a mile away.

“If I can see it, I can kill it,” said Rick Sondag, executive 
vice-president of Liteye Systems, which sells the device,  
at the Commercial Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Expo 
in Las Vegas this week. Interest in drone-killers has grown 
as unmanned aerial vehicles have taken off. Their uses 
might be readily apparent to people who’ve seen hobbyist 
drone fliers buzzing too close to their property lines, 
but there are law enforcement and governmental appli-
cations too. In July, a drone dropped heroin, marijuana 
and tobacco into a prison recreation yard. The following 
month another contraband delivery drone allegedly on its 
way to a prison was nabbed by cops before it got off the 
ground in Maryland. In the second case, local law enforce-
ment said it wasn’t the first time they’d dealt with the 
problem.

pilot project, but it won’t just stop there. Lord Foster 
says he sees the potential for droneports to become as 
commonplace as petrol stations, and there are plans 
to expand the scheme across Rwanda and into neigh-
bouring countries such as the Democratic Republic of 
Congo. “This project can have massive impact through 
the century and save lives immediately,” he said. “What 
started as the world’s smallest airport could become 
bigger than the biggest airport, in terms of sheer scale  
and impact.”
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Turkey downs drone near 
Syrian border; Russia 

denies aircraft lost
By LOVEDAY MORRIS

The Washington Post, 16 October 2015

Beirut – Turkey said its warplanes shot down a drone 
Friday near its border with Syria, underscoring heightened 
hostility in the region’s increasingly crowded airspace. The 
aircraft was warned three times to turn back before being 
fired on by Turkish jets patrolling the border, the Turkish 
military said in a statement. It gave no further details.

Russia, which sent military planes into Syria last month, 
said none of its aircraft in Syria had been hit. But the 
United States suspected that Turkish fighters targeted a 
Russian drone, the Reuters news agency reported, citing  
a U.S. official speaking on the condition of anonymity.

The incident occurred during a period of escalating 
tension along the Syrian border since Russia began an air 
campaign in support of President Bashar al-Assad 2 ½ 
weeks ago. Turkey, a nato member, has accused Russia 
of intentionally violating its airspace on two occasions 
since then. The incidents have drawn sharp rebukes from 
Turkey’s nato allies. “Our aircraft performing patrol 

There’s also the matter of airport safety and the ongoing 
trouble with curious drone photographers trying to get 
pictures of natural disasters, especially where fire depart-
ment helicopters are trying to unload payloads of water or 
airlift out stranded victims. At the expo, the parks service 
had an entire booth devoted to handing out posters and 
leaflets with slogans such as “If You Fly, We Can’t”.

Liteye’s Anti-UAV Defense System (Auds) is a set of beige 
boxes atop two square posts, and looks like a particularly 
menacing pair of weathervanes. The drone-destroying 
vane has a long cylinder that sticks out like a rifle barrel 
and two smaller cylinders on one side. The cylinders 
are a set of directional radio antennas that works like a 
gun. The radio spectrum allotted to drone users is fairly 
narrow, so a brief, focussed broadcast is enough to bring 
down a targeted drone without affecting “friendly” UAVs 
or anyone’s cellphone reception for long.

It’s not the first anti-drone device to appear this year. 
Boeing debuted a giant laser gun last month, touting its 
ability to knock out drones from safe distances.
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been shot down. “All the airplanes of the Russian aviation 
group in the Syrian Arab Republic have returned after 
accomplishing their combat tasks,” Konashenkov said.  
In Lebanon, the pro-Syrian al-Mayadeen television 
channel echoed that denial, quoting a Syrian military  
official as saying that no Syrian or Russian warplane or 
drone had been shot down over Turkey.

nato said Friday that Turkey has not asked it for help 
since the aircraft was downed. “We understand that 
Turkish authorities are investigating the origin of the 
unidentified drone that was shot down. Turkey has  
not asked for any nato assistance or consultations,”  
said a nato spokesman, who spoke on the condition  
of anonymity under customary ground rules.

Michael Birnbaum in Brussels, Erin Cunningham in Cairo and 
Thomas Gibbons-Neff and Brian Murphy in Washington  
contributed to this report.

duty on the border fired and shot down the aircraft,” 
the Turkish military statement said. It said Turkey acted 
“within the rules of engagement.”

The drone went down near the village of Deliosman,  
in Kilis province, Turkish media reported. The province 
borders Syria’s Aleppo province, where Syrian government 
forces, backed by Russian airstrikes, launched a new  
offensive Friday. Turkish Foreign Minister Feridun  
Sinirlioglu said the drone crossed the border and flew 
nearly two miles into Turkey before it was shot down. 
Some of the wreckage was examined, and photos of the 
downed drone were circulated by the Turkish media. 
The wreckage resembled that of a small Russian-made 
Orlan-10 reconnaissance drone, reported the Aviationist, 
a blog specializing in military aviation.

In Moscow, Maj. Gen. Igor Konashenkov, a spokesman for 
the Russian Defense Ministry, said no Russian aircraft had 
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experiment with millimeter-wave radio transmissions, 
one of the technologies that could underpin next gener-
ation 5G wireless internet access. High frequency milli-
meter waves can theoretically transmit gigabits of data 
every second, up to 40 times more than today’s 4G LTE 
systems. Google ultimately envisages thousands of high 
altitude “self-flying aircraft” delivering internet access 
around the world.

“The huge advantage of millimeter wave is access to new 
spectrum because the existing cellphone spectrum is 
overcrowded. It’s packed and there’s nowhere else to go,” 
says Jacques Rudell, a professor of electrical engineering 
at the University of Washington in Seattle and specialist in 
this technology.

However, millimeter wave transmissions have a much 
shorter range than mobile phone signals. A broadcast 
at 28GHz, the frequency Google is testing at Spaceport 
America, would fade out in around a tenth the distance 
of a 4G phone signal. To get millimeter wave working 
from a high-flying drone, Google needs to experiment 
with focused transmissions from a so-called phased array. 
“This is very difficult, very complex and burns a lot of 
power,” Rudell says. The SkyBender system is being tested 
with an ‘optionally piloted’ aircraft called Centaur as well 
as solar-powered drones made by Google Titan, a division 
formed when Google acquired New Mexico startup Titan 

Project Skybender:  
Google’s secretive  
5G internet drone  

tests revealed
By MARK HARRIS

The Guardian, 29 January 2016

Truth or Consequences, n.m. – Google is testing solar- 
powered drones at Spaceport America in New Mexico 
to explore ways to deliver high-speed internet from 
the air, the Guardian has learned. In a secretive project 
codenamed SkyBender, the technology giant built 
several prototype transceivers at the isolated spaceport 
last summer, and is testing them with multiple drones, 
according to documents obtained under public records 
laws. In order to house the drones and support aircraft, 
Google is temporarily using 15,000 square feet of hangar 
space in the glamorous Gateway to Space terminal 
designed by Norman Foster for the much-delayed 
Virgin Galactic spaceflights. The tech company has also 
installed its own dedicated flight control centre in the 
nearby Spaceflight Operations Center, separate from the 
terminal.
 Based out of the site near the town called Truth 
or Consequences, Project SkyBender is using drones to 
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Drones could follow  
trails to find lost hikers

By BEN COXWORTH
newatlas.com, 10 February 2016

Zürich – It’s becoming increasingly likely that in the 
not-too-distant future, a robot may be what finds you if 
you’re trapped in rubble at a disaster site. Now, it’s also 
looking like a drone might come to your aid if you should 
get lost in the woods. That’s because scientists have  
developed machine learning-based software that already 
allows quadcopters to follow forest paths better than 
humans. The program was created by researchers at the 
University of Zurich, the Università della Svizzera italiana, 
and the University of Applied Sciences and Arts of 
Southern Switzerland. In the course of its development, 
team members spent several hours hiking along trails in 
the Swiss Alps, taking over 20,000 photos with a helmet-
mounted camera as they did so. The software analyzed 
these images, using a deep neural network to teach itself 
the distinct (and sometimes subtle) features that differen-
tiate a trail from the surrounding environment.

The system was then used in a quadcopter, which was 
equipped with two video cameras for stereoscopic 
computer vision. When placed on a previously-un-
seen trail, the drone was able to autonomously orient 

Aerospace in 2014. Titan built high-altitude solar-powered 
drones with wingspans of up to 50 meters.

Google spent several months last summer building two 
communication installations on concrete pads at Space-
port America. Project SkyBender is part of the little-
known Google Access team, which also includesProject 
Loon, a plan to deliver wireless internet using unpowered 
balloons floating through the stratosphere.

Google is not the first organisation to work with drones 
and millimeter wave technology. In 2014, Darpa, the 
research arm of the US military, announced a program 
called Mobile Hotspots to make a fleet of drones that 
could provide one gigabit per second communications  
for troops operating in remote areas.
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 I
IC Intelligence Community
IED Improvised Explosive Device
IIR Intelligence Information  
 Report
IMINT Imagery Intelligence
ISAF International Security  
 Assistance Force
IPB Intelligence Preparation of  
 the Battlespace
IPOE Intelligence Preparation of  
 the Operational Environment
ISR Intelligence, Surveillance,  
 and Reconnaissance
IZ Iraq

 J
J2 Intelligence Directorate of  
 a Joint Staff
J5 Plans Directorate of a Joint  
 Staff
JLENS Joint Land Attack Cruise  
 Missile Defense Elevated  
 Netted Sensor System
JP Jackpot
JTL Joint Target List
JWICS Joint Worldwide Intelligence  
 Communications System
JOC Joint Operations Center
JPEL Joint Prioritized Effects List
JSOC Joint Special Operations  
 Command

 M
MAM Military-Age Male
MARSOC Marine Corps Special  
 Operations Command
MC-12 Manned surveillance aircraft
MEDEX Media Exploitation
MIC Mission Intelligence  
 Coordinator
mIRC Military Intelligence Reserve  
 Command
MFW Medium Fixed-Wing  
 (manned aircraft)
MON Memorandum of Notification
MTS Masked Target Sensor

MQ-1 General Atomics Predator 
MQ-9 General Atomics Reaper

 N
NAI Named Area of Interest
NAVAF U.S. Naval Forces Africa
NSA National Security Agency
NSB Yemeni National Security  
 Bureau

 O
OEF Operation Enduring Freedom
OIF Operation Iraqi Freedom
OBJ Objective
ODTAAC Outside a Defined Theater  
 of Active Armed Conflict
OPTEMPO Operational Tempo
OPSEC Operations Security
OSD Office of Secretary of  
 Defense

 P
PACOM U.S. Pacific Command
PAX Passengers
PDC/PC Principals’ Deputies  
 Committee/ 
 Principals Committee
PID Positive Identification
PKM Machine gun
PTT Push-to-Talk
PNF Plug and Fly
POL Pattern of Life
POTUS President of the United States

 R
ROE Rules of Engagement
ROYG Republic of Yemen  
 Government
RPA Remotely Piloted Aircraft
RTF Ready To Fly

 S
SA Situation Assessment;
 Surface-to-Air;
 Security Assistance;
 Special Agent;
 System Administrator

SE Scan Eagle  
 (surveillance drone)
SECDEF Secretary of Defense
SIGINT/SI Signals Intelligence
SITREP Situation Report
SME Subject Matter Expert
SNA Social Network Analysis
SOCOM U.S. Special Operations  
 Command
SO Sensor Operator
SOTF Special Operations  
 Task Force
SRA System and Resource  
 Analyses
SSW Small Smart Weapon

 T
TADS Terror Attack Disruption  
 Strikes
TB Taliban
TF Task Force
TIR Tactical Interrogation Report
TTP Tactics, Techniques,  
 Procedures

 U
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
UCAV Unmanned Combat Aerial  
 Vehicle
USAF United States Air Force

 V
VBIED Vehicle-Borne Improvised  
 Explosive Device
VEO Violent Extremist  
 Organization
VID Voice ID
VTOL Vertical Take Off and Landing

BIRDS
Other word for ‘drone’

BLINK
The gap that a drone leaves when it has to 
move and there isn’t another ready yet to 
take over its service. They leave the target 
unwatched for a moment of time while 
switching service. The military always 
wants to have a persistent stare on their 
targets. The blink of an eye.

FIND, FIX, FINISH
Find an insurgent, fix his location and  
finish him.

JACKPOT
A kill or hit of an insurgent intended to kill.

KILL CHAIN
Chain of command for a drone strike.

KINETIC STRIKE
Airstrikes carried out by drones.

SODA STRAW EFFECT
Limited viewpoint of a drone camera the 
visual operators have when they look at 
their targets.

TOUCHDOWN
A successful drone strike or night raid that 
neutralises the Cell-phone of a target/
insurgent.

Sources:
www.militaryacronyms.net/s
www.theintercept.com/drone-papers-alphabet-of- 
assassination
www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_U.S._Navy_ 
acronyms#P




